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Wong, Phillip (ECN)
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

ajahjah@att.net
Tuesday, December 22, 2015 12:18 AM
mzacovic@ccsf.edu; Ronald Gerhard; Steve Bruckman; Susan Lamb; mlam@ccsf.edu;
Guy Lease; R. Mandelman; Thea Selby; Shaw, Linda (MYR); Lesk, Emily (ECN); Martin,
Michael (ECN); Shaw, Jeremy (CPC); Exline, Susan (CPC); Danielle J. Harris; Walton, Kim
(MTA); Lisa Spinali; Westwood Park Association; BRCAC (ECN); Brigitte Davila; Robert
Muehlbauer; Howard Chung; Wendy Aragon; Christine Godinez; Jonathan Winston
Balboa Area Transportation Demand Management Study

SFCCD Admin & BOT, OEWD, Planning, SFMTA, BR CAC, BPS CAC-The 11/30/2015 BR CAC subject was transportation. City Staff talked about two TDM's--one for the
Reservoir Project and one for the "Area", which got extended beyond the Balboa Park Station Area
Plan's northern boundary of Riordan/Judson/Havelock, southern boundary of the Ocean Ave
Commercial Corridor.
Here's info on the Balboa Area TDM from SF County Transportation Authority website. I think it is telling
that it admits: "They also encourage more intensive development than what has traditional[ly]
characterized the area, calling for the establishment of new programs to reduce undesirable
transportation impacts often generated by growth;
We, who live in the real world, know that 500 units in the Reservoir Project will introduce more than halfa-car per residential unit (0.5 parking space per residential unit as planned) into the area (unless
residents are required to live-work in the neighborhood). Without a live-work restriction, you can be
dang sure that there will be-- at very minimum--150 or more cars parking in Westwood Park, Sunnyside,
Ingleside.
If you look at the TDM project description, you will see that the planners have limited, tunnel vision. Their
tunnel vision is that the "intensive development" of the Reservoir is a given, and that "creative", innovative
solutions [in reality, wishful thinking] will take care of congestion problems (please note that the TDM
description fails to talk about parking/blocked driveways--something that is of prime real-world concern
to CCSF students and neighborhoods.).
Another part of the TDM tunnel vision is that it only addresses transportation, in and of itself, in isolation
from the reality of the monumentally important public service that CCSF provides for the entire Bay Area
community.
In my critique of the Transportation Principles & Parameters, I wrote: "Congestion impact is a function of
residential density. Access and circulation design will have relatively little effect because essentially all
car traffic has to feed into Phelan."
The TDM's inherent assumptions and design fails to acknowledge this simple truth. So the solution to
the "intensive development" is creative vaporware to encourage walking, biking, public transit and to
discourage car usage in the immediate area--but which anyone who lives in the real world can see will
fail to have sufficient impact to mitigate increased congestion and parking problems.
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And, to be repetitive, students getting quality education at CCSF is far more important than discouraging
students from driving!
--Alvin Ja

Balboa Area Transportation Demand
Management Study


RETURN TO NTIP HOME PAGE

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Balboa neighborhood is an area located in southcentral San Francisco characterized by the Balboa
Park BART station, City College of San Francisco (CCSF) Ocean View campus, the Balboa Reservoir,
and the commercial corridor along Ocean Avenue. Planning efforts completed in the area include the
Balboa Park Station Area Plan, adopted in 2009, and the CCSF Master Plan, adopted in 2004. Both
plans aim to enhance the area’s transit performance, public realm, land use pattern, and economic
vitality. They also encourage more intensive development than what has traditional characterized the
area, calling for the establishment of new programs to reduce undesirable transportation impacts often
generated by growth; namely single-occupant vehicle trips.
The Planning Department and SFMTA are proposing a Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
study in coordination with CCSF Ocean Campus to reduce single-occupant vehicle trips by college staff,
faculty, students, and neighborhood residents. TDM activities range from information and education
programs, incentive programs, physical changes, innovative technologies, and pricing strategies. With
new and emerging TDM strategies in San Francisco, the proposed Balboa Area Transportation Demand
Study will build upon City College of San Francisco’s TDM program in its 2004 master plan and public
comment on the Balboa reservoir project site.
Right-click here to download pictures. To help p ro tect y our priv acy , Outlook prev ented automatic download of this picture from the Internet.

PROJECT description and benefits
The Balboa Area Transportation Demand Study will develop clear strategies for reducing singleoccupant vehicle trips and outline a coordinated framework for future TDM programs and policies
between CCSF, the Balboa Reservoir project, and the City of San Francisco. Potential TDM activities will
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produce a wide-range of benefits to individuals and the transportation system as a whole, from reducing
traffic congestion, vehicle emissions, and fuel consumption to supporting physical activity and enhancing
safety. Additionally, TDM activities will make existing transportation investments perform better,
extending the life of existing infrastructure and improving the outcomes for new transportation
investments.
The Balboa Area Transportation Demand Study will plan for current and future CCSF enrollment and
workforce, potential future Balboa Reservoir development, and local travel patterns of the neighborhoods
surrounding the Balboa Reservoir. The scope of work includes the following activities:






Outreach: building on past public participation and using informed public dialogue to identify
solutions with members of the community, CCSF and Citizen Advisory Committees (CACs).
Technical Needs Analysis: compiling previous studies, collecting remaining data needs, and
developing data collection methods for ongoing analysis, future EIRs and well-informed TDM
solutions.
TDM Program: proposing TDM solutions unique to the area comprising CCSF Ocean campus,
Balboa Reservoir and neighborhoods as consistent with emerging TDM policy.
Implementation and Monitoring: implementation plan, ongoing monitoring plan and monitoring
budget to ensure recommendations are implemented and achieve stated goals.

community outreach
Outreach activities will engage community members from adjacent neighborhoods, CCSF students and
staff, the supervisor’s offices, and other relevant stakeholders to develop TDM measures. The Planning
Department will lead the project in coordination the SFMTA and Mayor’s Office of Economic and
Workforce Development. The Planning Department anticipates completing a final report by July 2016
with key findings, proposed TDM measures (i.e., a toolkit specific to study area), and an implementation
and funding strategy.
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Wong, Phillip (ECN)
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

ajahjah@att.net
Thursday, January 07, 2016 8:00 PM
Lesk, Emily (ECN); Martin, Michael (ECN); Exline, Susan (CPC); Shaw, Jeremy (CPC);
Wong, Phillip (ECN); BRCAC (ECN); Lisa Spinali; Westwood Park Association; BRCAC
(ECN); Brigitte Davila; Robert Muehlbauer; Howard Chung; Rebecca Lee; Wendy
Aragon; Christine Godinez; Jonathan Winston
SNA Brick; Rita Evans; Ellen Wall; Monica Collins; Bob Byrne; Ray Kutz; Jennifer Heggie;
wpa.balboa.reservoir@westwoodpark.com; Linda Judge; Adrienne GO; Laura Frey; Caryl
Ito; Chris Hanson; Harry Bernstein; Madeline Mueller; Saveccsf Info; Susan Lamb; Steve
Bruckman; Ronald Gerhard; Jeff Hamilton; mlam@ccsf.edu; pwilhite@ccsf.edu; Aaron
Goodman; Yee, Norman (BOS); Low, Jen (BOS); Guy Lease
INADEQUATE RESERVOIR REVISED PRINCIPLES AND PARAMETERS

OEWD, Planning, CAC-The revised Principles & Parameters fall far short of responding to the substantive concerns that have
been expressed by the public in written and oral comment.
The revised P & P has incorporated changes gleaned from public input. However the nature of the
accepted public input falls in the category of details, but not in the category of big picture
concerns. OEWD and Planning have avoided addressing the big picture question of the environmental
impact of the BR Project upon the existing setting of the surrounding area.
The City Attorney of San Luis Opispo did a piece entitled "Land Use 101" for the benefit of its City
government. It included a section on CEQA. The following is an excerpt:
THE CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT
The California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”) is a comprehensive statutory scheme that requires cities and other public
agencies to consider the environmental consequences of their actions before approving plans or polices or otherwise
committing to a course of action on a project. Typically, the city acts as the lead agency for CEQA environmental review for its
projects or projects which fall within its jurisdiction. While CEQA has come to be used as a weapon against development in
some contexts, it is fundamentally a process and tool to facilitate environmentally informed decision making. In the big
picture, the CEQA process forces public agencies and decision makers to ask and evaluate the answers to the
following questions:
1. What is the current environmental condition in which the subject property is situated?
2. What environmental impacts are likely to result from the public agencies’ approval or decision on a proposed project?
3. Are these potential impacts significant?
4. Are there any alternatives to the proposed project or ways to lessen (mitigate) those impacts of the project so they are not
significant?
5. Do those alternatives or mitigation measures render the project infeasible?
6. If so, does the public agency nonetheless want to approve a project with significant environmental impacts because its
other benefits outweigh those unavoidable environmental impacts?

It appears to me that OEWD/Planning has skipped addressing Items 1, 2, 3, and 5 (highlighted) in Land
Use 101. It appears that OEWD/Planning has jumped straight to Item 6 without dealing with the BR
Project's impact on the existing setting. After already having decided on Item 6, OEWD then
backtracked to Item 4 as mitigation.
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At past CAC meetings and in written communications to OEWD/Planning I have contended that the
burden of mitigation of parking and congestion impacts are being shifted onto Sunnyside, Westwood
Park, Ingleside and CCSF.
Mike Martin of OEWD wrote this in a December e-mail:
"In particular, I wanted to make it clear that we at the City share your outlook on what any proposed housing
project should do to address its effects on its neighbors, and that our work with the CAC is in no way trying to
force the neighborhood to mitigate impacts of the project."

I was encouraged when Mr. Martin wrote this.
Unfortunately, the revised Transportation P & P, which is substantially the same as the original P & P,
doesn't appear to correspond to Mr. Martin's statement.
Since the revised Principles and Parameters have not addressed the substantive concerns and input
from the community, I suggest that the CAC pass a motion to:


direct Staff to report on the legal obligations of the City and BR Project to the surrounding
community relative to CEQA and EIR requirements at the next meeting;



reject the revised Principles & Parameters for failing to have substantively incorporated or
addressed community feedback and concerns; and
direct Staff to come back with an overhauled P & P that truly reflects the substantive concerns
and issues that have been raised by the public within the context of CEQA and EIR requirements.



Sincerely,
Alvin Ja
Sunnyside resident, CCSF lifelong student
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Wong, Phillip (ECN)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yonathan <yonathan@gmail.com>
Sunday, January 10, 2016 9:35 AM
BRCAC (ECN)
Nov 30 minutes correction

Within the Nov 30, 2015 Transportation meeting minutes, I am disappointed at the summary of my comment,
which to my memory misses the main thrust of my comment. The summary reads, “Did not grow up with
access to a vehicle. Millennials tend to not drive.” I would appreciate it if you change my summary in the
minutes to the following:
More and more millennial households are happy to live in the City with no cars when they are allowed no
parking. Since we are concerned about automobile congestion, the number of cars that new residents bring to
the Balboa Reservoir absolutely should be limited. However, the number of car-free households should not be
limited; car-free households put far less pressure on the transportation system. Therefore, I support principle 3.b
(at most 0.5 parking spots per housing unit) and support adding more housing units as long as the number of
cars is capped.
Yonathan Randolph
p.s. Is there an audio recording for this meeting?
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Wong, Phillip (ECN)
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Aaron Goodman <amgodman@yahoo.com>
Sunday, January 10, 2016 1:46 PM
BRCAC (ECN)
City college building - why give more if the existing sites are underutilized?
IMG_0649.JPG; ATT00001.txt

BRCAC
Why give more land to CCSF if they are underutilizing Existing property?
Agoodman D11
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Wong, Phillip (ECN)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Aaron Goodman <amgodman@yahoo.com>
Monday, January 11, 2016 1:13 PM
BRCAC (ECN)
Keith Tanner
Re: Draft Sustainability Principals and Parameters - Minutes Corrections December 14th
2015

Thank you due to the lack of comment time on each issue its hard to stay coherent and clear on comments
which is why I went back over it all for my sanity
Agoodman
Sent from my iPhone
On Jan 11, 2016, at 11:31 AM, BRCAC (ECN) <brcac@sfgov.org> wrote:
Hi Aaron,
Good morning.
Thank you for your email.
I listened again to the audio recording of your public comment, and the minutes almost exactly
transcribe what you said during the meeting, with a few exceptions for minor parts of speech.
I will attach your email as an addendum to the amended minutes to show you would like to clarify the
comments you made on December 14, 2016.
Best regards,
Phillip C. Wong
‐‐
Project Assistant
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
City Hall, Room 448
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102‐4653
Office: 415‐554‐6512
Email: phillip.c.wong@sfgov.org
From: Aaron Goodman [mailto:amgodman@yahoo.com]
Sent: Saturday, January 09, 2016 11:59 PM
To: BRCAC (ECN)
Cc: Keith Tanner
Subject: Draft Sustainability Principals and Parameters ‐ Minutes Corrections December 14th
2015

Draft Sustainability Principals and Parameters - Minutes Corrections Thursday Nov 5th
2015
Please note the following corrections I noted on the minutes published for the December
14th meeting on Sustainability
1

These corrections in BOLD RED are to the best of my recollection, as some comments
did not appear properly transcribed.
e. Aaron Goodman. D11 Resident. Seat 8, Balboa Park Station CAC. i. I sent you an
email summary of my comments for this meeting, I would like to point out to the
BRCAC on their CAC ground rule that says "make time to listen, process and
reflect." . As the key issue, I don't think we have time enough for all the topics. We have
a lot of information we got pushed on us for this single meeting and we had stated
prior the need to look at sustainability in more than just the materials used in the
buildings built, and on the communities needs for power/sewer/water needs, and one
of the planner’s said, "we want to wrap things up." That’s not the way to do things.
We don't wrap things up when we try to address all the issues and we want to gear this
design towards solutions as noted in your ground rules. You open the door to other
ideas. You make it an open design competition selected by the community. You make it
open in terms of ideas and policy. You don't close your doors towards anything. That's
the key concern about all of this is how are we going to address this? Is it just housing
we’re putting on this site or energy needs and services like sewer and water systems
per the SFPUC mandate for the future population proposed, are we looking at more
things than just one program that might be shoveled down our throats as a committee.
That's what I'm hoping all of you are paying attention to when you hear all these
comments tonight especially in regards to these 3 different items which carry a lot of
weight in terms of the sustainability, CCSF possible cumulative impacts, and additional
public ideas some of which we diagrammed again and submitted comments earlier
tonight via email.
ii. Aaron Goodman. 1. Wanted to just point out the sustainability parameters the issues of
district scale especially since this was called the Balboa Reservoir the key issue is are we
just talking about chopping up blocks and creating gridded-space and not looking at the
concept of a whole block? A whole block concept that includes a reservoir. Whether this
reservoir is for water, whether the reservoir is for energy creation or storage. What other
ways can we look at this site besides chopping it up into a typical san Francisco gridded
street pattern? That's a concern and something we can look at as an option or possible
solution. There’s another issue here, we have the SFPUC where they had multiple
water games held at SFSU as well as another at Golden Gate park and during those
session most people put large storage facilities of water on the site and included in that
was the issue of sewage treatment. We have 2 low lying plants on the east and west side
of the city. We do not have a secondary system to deal with waste treatment. So part of
the issue of including later on in the principle 6 site organic waste dealing with waste in
general should be a serious consideration for any higher level elevation development
bringing it down to 1 site above where we may have a rising sea water concern and
processing it. Look at downhill theory for waste. Another item would be on item 4.a.
conference or network of public parks. I think a lot of people at initial Balboa Reservoir
meetings spoke in favor of Public Park and open space on the site. Something to keep
consideration under principle 5 was to ensure that fuel trucks, construction vehicle,
worker vehicles are energy efficient and they look at commuting to the site not just
driving and parking in the area. The other concern is that enforcement of speeding near
transit platforms by people trying to cross the city via ocean ave, is a key impact.
Enforcements of speed as a transit issue for pedestrian safety and especially children's
safety near schools along ocean ave, we also have to have enforcement of the impacts
of cars idling in traffic jams at ocean ave, and lastly micro climate. This is a micro
2

climate here. So when we build up and build big we have to look into and consider what
happens with mold and fog. It's something considered on the west side of the city a lot,
and most people that live here realize that.
xi. Aaron Goodman. 1. I wanted to speak on behalf of the issue of project context. If you
could put the slide back up Phillip on the project site context map in the site plan is
something we really don't see enough of from the Planning Department, BRCAC or
City College. And I think it's what Mr. Muehlbauer was addressing is that we're
designing things in a vacuum. We don't have enough information from City College
currently on their plans and project and what they're proposing and that slide alone is cut
off because it's not showing the eastern edge of the campus. It's not showing, really, the
southern edge correctly. You’re getting cut off at both sides and the focus is only on
SFPUC and CCSF land shown on the western edge. There’s a concern they should look
at the whole master planning issues of their existing facilities. A lot of the existing
facilities are old and falling apart. They need to be looked at seriously. You have to look
at the overall master plan, how much money needs to be spent in rehabilitation of existing
facilities? I disagree with handing City College more land, The most sustainable way
to approach a campus master plan is to work within your existing boundaries and don't
look at expanding and handing over more land to a college that needs to already address a
lot of issues on their existing campus. The east side could actually look at actually a new
off-ramp prior to ocean ave, directly to a parking garage structure, or onto Phelan to
help prevent some of the traffic coming onto Ocean Avenue and it might even funnel
directly into an eastern edge parking garage and having it closer to the freeway, rather
than bringing all that traffic straight up Ocean Avenue and into the area. There could be a
lot of other solutions that come of it. I think the discussion on a better Southside
presentation of the college along Ocean Ave is key. I think that was mentioned earlier.
Lastly I just want to mention the issues of campus master planning. I've dealt with this
prior by submitting comments with S.F. State's Masterplanning impacts. I hope
Chancellor Lamb and the committees there look seriously at the negative impacts that
happened with SF State's acquisition of land, with their master planning, transit wise,
housing wise, parking wise, transportation wise. They ignored a lot of issues that
impacted Parkmerced working families, and they're still just building away and taking
over what was formerly open space that belonged to tenants out in Parkmerced. And I
think that's a sad and improper way of looking at how you deal with the public and the
public’s needs.

Last item in hindsight was that I wanted to re-emphasize in the email image
submitted (diagram sketch ) was the need for a more diagrammatic initial design
looking at the prior shape of the CCSF 1/2 horse-shoe design, and the race-track
oval shape of the terraces as a possible idea for integrating a better scaled solution
using a reservoir as a "uniting" feature. A map was brought into the meeting, but
not discussed in terms of street neighborhood context and integration. A key
solution should look at precedent in the integration of new denser buildings into the
existing community. A parklike setting around a reservoir or designed landscape
site might make a lot more sense similar to to the precedent images we sent initially
to the BRCAC.
Thank you for the corrections submitted to be included as a formal correction to the
minutes.
3

Aaron Goodman (BPSCAC) Seat 8 - Families + Children
cc: BPSCAC
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Wong, Phillip (ECN)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Fernando Marti <fernando@sfic-409.org>
Monday, January 11, 2016 3:37 PM
Lisa Spinali; Kate Favetti; BRCAC (ECN); Brigitte Davila; Robert Muehlbauer; Howard
Chung; Rebecca Lee; Christine Godinez; Jon Winston
Exline, Susan (CPC); Shaw, Jeremy (CPC); Lesk, Emily (ECN); Mario de Mira; Kevine
Boggess; Martin, Michael (ECN); Leslie Simon; Vicki Legion; James Tracy; Low, Jen
(BOS); Mar, Eric (BOS); Raquel R. Redondiez; Alisa Messer; Gordon Mar; Shaw, Linda
(MYR); rmandelman@ccsf.edu; Thea Selby; abacharach@ccsf.edu; bdavila@ccsf.edu;
stevengo@ccsf.edu; alexrandolph@ccsf.edu; jrizzo@ccsf.edu; Bouchra Simmons;
Whitney Jones; Ramie Dare; Carlo Sciammas; Lily Wong; Peter Cohen; Calvin Welch;
George Wooding
Affordable housing, CCSF parking, and public benefits at the Balboa Reservoir
Balboa CAC Notes 1-11-16.pdf

Dear Balboa Reservoir CAC members,
Thank you in advance for the opportunity to speak at this afternoon’s CAC meeting. I wanted to forward you in
advance the paper we will be sharing with you, regarding our summary analysis of affordable housing and
community benefits opportunities at the Balboa Reservoir site. We believe that sites like the Balboa Reservoir
represent an indispensable public resource that should be prioritized as a public good for this and future
generations.
The Council of Community Housing Organizations (CCHO), representing 24 San Francisco affordable housing
developers and advocates, believes that one key priority for the Balboa Reservoir site is to look at strategies to
maximize affordability for a range of incomes and family sizes, while keeping in mind the need to also create
community infrastructure and open space, and meet parking needs for adjacent City College. Arguing for
“maximizing” the amount of affordable housing vis-à-vis market-rate or luxury housing, should not in any way
be seen as a strategy that ignores the needs of CCSF and its neighbors.
In particular, development (of any kind) on the site will have impacts that reduce available parking for CCSF
students and for a possible future Performing Arts & Education Center (PAEC), and moreover has a potential to
provide additional open space. Clearly the future of the Balboa Reservoir is a controversial topic. The political
reality of achieving a viable consensus depends on pulling together the major themes and goals that have been
raised, namely:
1.

Maximizing affordable housing for a range of incomes and family sizes,

2.

Meeting CCSF’s parking needs, and

3.

Providing community benefits and open space.

It is possible to achieve these goals with a master plan that maximizes 100% affordable housing with adequate
on-site parking, a parking structure to relieve the parking needs of CCSF’s working-class students and faculty, a
half-acre to one-acre open space plan, and improved transit access to educational and employment destinations.
Thank you again, and looking forward to sharing this with you this evening.
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Fernando Martí and Peter Cohen

Fernando Martí, Co-Director
Council of Community Housing Organizations

The voice of San Francisco's affordable housing movement
325 Clementina Street, San Francisco, CA 94103
415-882-0901 office | 415-595-5558 cell

www.sfccho.org
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Maximizing Affordable Housing and Community Infrastructure at the Balboa Reservoir
Council of Community Housing Organizations, January 11, 2016
San Francisco is in the midst of an affordable housing crisis in which most San Francisco residents cannot afford
to live in the market-rate units currently being built. Meanwhile the City and nonprofits are forced to compete
on the open market to purchase land for affordable housing. Sites like the Public Utilities Commission’s (PUC)
Balboa Reservoir represent an indispensable public resource that should be prioritized as a public good for this
and future generations.
The Council of Community Housing Organizations (CCHO), representing 24 San Francisco affordable housing
developers and advocates, believes that one key priority for the Balboa Reservoir site is to look at strategies to
maximize affordability for a range of incomes and family sizes, while keeping in mind the need to also create
community infrastructure and open space, and meet parking needs for adjacent City College. Arguing for
“maximizing” the amount of affordable housing vis-à-vis market-rate or luxury housing, should not in any way be
seen as a strategy that ignores the needs of CCSF and its neighbors. In particular, development (of any kind) on
the site will have impacts that reduce available parking for CCSF students and for a possible future Performing
Arts & Education Center (PAEC), and moreover has a potential to provide additional open space. Clearly the
future of the Balboa Reservoir is a controversial topic. The political reality of achieving a viable consensus
depends on pulling together the major themes and goals that have been raised, namely:
1. Maximizing affordable housing for a range of incomes and family sizes,
2. Meeting CCSF’s parking needs, and
3. Providing community benefits and open space.
It is possible to achieve these goals with a master plan that maximizes 100% affordable housing with adequate
on-site parking, a parking structure to relieve the parking needs of CCSF’s working-class students and faculty, a
half-acre to one-acre open space plan, and improved transit access to educational and employment
destinations. Starting with the recommendations developed by Communities United for Health & Justice (CUHJ),
CCHO consulted with our affordable housing development experts to analyze the site. What follows is an
analysis of options available for the development parameters to be pursued for the Balboa Reservoir Site,
touching on a number of issues: a.) Site Constraints, b.) the RFP Process, c.) Community Infrastructure and
Parking, and d.) Affordability.
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SITE CONSTRAINTS
1. SITE SIZE. 17.5 acres, about 650' east-west x about 1,150' north-south. A large part of that includes the
sloped sides, leading up to the City College campus to the east and the residential areas to the west.
2. DENSITY. Developers could probably build anywhere between 600 and 1600 units depending on height
and land devoted to open space and parking. At 40', 70% lot coverage results in about 1.5 million
rentable s.f. on floors 2-4 (3 floors), probably more than 800 units @1250 gross s.f. each. This number
increases if heights are raised.
3. ZONING AND HEIGHT LIMITS. The current zoning is 40’. Adjacent heights vary from 28' on the singlefamily homes to the west and north, 55' on Ocean Ave to the south, and 65' uphill on the City College
half of the site along Phelan to the east. Because of the slopes, even 65’ buildings may be far lower than
the surrounding existing buildings. Taller building heights would allow smaller footprint buildings, and
therefore more space for open space. Most affordable housing development in the area (such as the
adjacent Phelan Loop building) builds at approx. 55' heights (4 stories of wood frame over a concrete
podium with parking and retail/services), but we are starting to see 65' buildings as well. Sometimes
affordable developers will build some 3-story townhouses, but usually the density is too low for that to
support an entire development – this may be appropriate bordering the single-family home area to the
west.
4. PARCEL SIZE AND PHASING. Typically affordable developers will build single buildings with 50-100 units,
sometimes larger, rarely smaller, because of financing constraints. To get a sense of how large each
building might be, a 100-unit family building, with four residential floors above a ground floor (55’
height) and a 25% open space/setback, would take up about 40,000 square feet, or an area about 200' x
200'. If that same lot had a total of six stories instead of five (65’), it could provide 125 units. If it only
had a total of 40' (current zoning) it could only provide 75 units. In larger parcels, these buildings may be
built all at once, incrementally, or built in phases by different developers.
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RFP PROCESS
1. MASTER DEVELOPER AND PHASING. The CAC and OEWD should be clear on setting minimum
parameters for density, affordability, open space, parking and community benefits that are accepted by
the City College and neighboring community, or else the planning process will be extremely difficult for
all. The RFP should be for a master developer (and partners) to conduct a master planning process with
community. The project could be phased with all parcels as 100% affordable, with the City as master
developer –similar to the model used for HOPE-SF. Alternatively, IF there is to be any market-rate
housing, a master plan could be developed that partners with affordable developers, setting aside
several 100% affordable sites and imposing a certain amount of inclusionary on the market-rate sites.
2. "FAIR MARKET VALUE." The Public Utilities Commission (PUC) is required by rate-payers to get a fair
market value from the land. One way to look at this is that under current zoning, fair market value
would be calculated as development capacity at 40' heights, so, for example, subtracting some
reasonable amount for slopes, streets and parks (perhaps 40%), the development capacity is for 3 floors
of housing, assuming a certain amount of “inclusionary” affordable housing on the site. If we use the
Prop K "public lands" standards as a model (which we acknowledge only apply to non-enterprise
properties), this would be inclusionary units at 33% low-mod and another 17% middle. The fair market
land cost would also need to subtract the cost of basic infrastructure improvements.
COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE AND PARKING
1. INFRASTRUCTURE. Balboa is non-serviced land and would require that all infrastructure be built (sewer,
water, electrical, streets). Two options available. One option is for infrastructure to be built by city, as is
being done in the HOPE-SF projects, with potential for accessing State infrastructure money. Second
option is to support some portion of the infrastructure costs by creating an IFD, which would require
some amount of market-rate housing to throw off the property tax increment. The master developer
would pay for the infrastructure. A preliminary estimate of the infrastructure based on CCHO
developer’s experience is about $50K additional per unit, or about $1-1.5 million per acre.
2. OPEN SPACE. Open space has also been brought up repeatedly in public conversations. A good amount
of “passive” open space and community garden and fruit-bearing trees could be part of the sloping
areas to the north and east of the site. However, for this amount of development, something with a
gathering area, grass, and interactive exercise and play area would probably make sense to center the
development. Also as a rainwater catchment swale, given the topography of the site (it’s a reservoir!).
Ideally it would be fronted by other active uses, for example whatever community facilities or childcare
center might be contemplated on the ground floor of an adjacent building. For comparison, another
park currently being built on PUC land, at 17th & Folsom, is 0.74 acres, or about 30,000 s.f.
3. PARKING. A major concern has been raised by City College students, faculty, and advocates has been
about the loss of parking for City College, especially if the Performing Arts Center ever gets built.
Approximately 300,000 s.f. of the site is currently being used as parking, or about 1,000 parking spaces,
parking that is currently used for student and faculty parking, especially during peak periods. If that
parking were to be retained in a 6-story parking structure, much of the current parking could be
accommodated in a 50,000 s.f. parcel within the site, and, if located adjacent to the City College parcel,
could be accessed directly from the existing City College parking at an upper floor. One can imagine a
state-of-the-art "green" auto and bicycle parking structure with solar power, electric car outlets and carshare pods, and possibly play fields on the top floor. Additionally, at 4-6 story buildings, affordable
developers are typically able to accommodate at least 0.5 to 1 parking space for every unit, provided on
the ground floor of the building, and hidden behind either commercial space or townhouse units,
depending on location within the site.
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AFFORDABILITY
1. AFFORDABILITY MIX. A 17-acre site that is 100% affordable housing (below 60% AMI), with community
amenities, is absolutely possible, just a question of funds available and phasing. Note that 60% AMI (not
adjusted for SF) is a single person earning $40,000/yr. or a family of four earning $60,000/yr. Combining
this with moderate (60-90% AMI) or middle (90-120% AMI) is more difficult because developers can't
leverage Federal funds which are only available for low-income units. For comparison, 90% AMI is a
single person earning $64,000/yr. (a tenured teacher), and 120% AMI is a single person earning
$85,000/yr. or a family of four earning $120,000/yr. We can look at other master planned projects in the
City for comparison. The Schlage Lock development in Vis Valley is approx 20-22 acres, 1600 units, with
new park, neighborhood retail, TIDF, all new infrastructure (plus haz mat clean up) and 25% affordable
with a chunk of units as supportive housing. On the other hand, PUC is a public site, with a superior
location for real estate and transit, etc. The Giants Mission Rock project, on public land, is providing 40%
affordable units at a range of incomes, all on-site, as inclusionary units (no stand-alone affordable
buildings). Finally, the HOPE-SF projects are each done by a Master Developer specializing in affordable
housing, for a range of incomes but with a majority of units for extremely low-income residents.
2. LOW-INCOME UNITS (0-60% AMI). Affordable buildings built by affordable developers typically serve
families earning 0-60% of the median income and below. If MOHCD funding is available, the capacity to
develop as 100% affordable is there, probably phased, as tax credit developments, built as stand-alone
affordable developments that are financed by MOHCD and 4% credits. Each stand-alone affordable
housing development would be average 100 units in order to be cost efficient and operate well. This
would require $250K/unit in MOHCD gap funds x 100 units each = $10 million for each stand-alone
building. Infrastructure costs (streets, electricity, water, sewer) need to be analyzed, but could probably
be an additional $50K/unit.
3. MODERATE-INCOME UNITS (60-90% AMI). Units btwn. 60-90% AMI are hard to develop and finance b/c
they are low enough not to be economical but high enough that LIHTC and welfare exemptions don’t
apply. Units btwn 60-90% typically are inclusionary units, because these are not financeable with tax
credits, and market-rate development can internally cross-subsidize them. There was a part in the last
Prop A housing bond for middle income, which could potentially be used to subsidize some of those
units as part of affordable housing developments. One back-of-the-envelope estimate is that the modincome units would require an additional $100K subsidy (so $350K) from MOHCD.
4. MIDDLE-INCOME HOMEOWNERSHIP / TOWNHOUSES (70-120% AMI). The area adjacent to the single
family homes would best be some kind of low-rise development, probably townhouses with back yards
against the adjacent homes. These could be three-story buildings, with two story townhouses stacked
over one-story accessible units. These would typically be targeted at 70-120% AMI, perhaps with 1bedroom units up to 90% AMI and a mix of 2- and 3-bedroom units up to 120% AMI. Being clear on the
definitions of “middle-income” is extremely important – for example, when a number like “150% AMI” is
discussed, it is important to understand that this is a single person earning $110,000/year!
5. MARKET-RATE UNITS. One way provide moderate-income units is to allow some amount of market-rate
development and require a high-percent of inclusionary at a range of AMI levels between 60-120% AMI.
Thirty or even fifty percent inclusionary would seem reasonable given that this is public land and there is
precedent (Giants Prop D required 40% on-site affordable units). However, the question remains
whether it should be City policy to allow any market-rate units on public land. While applying only to
City department properties, the voters in last November’s Proposition K Public Lands measure weighed
in that public lands, when not used for other public functions, should be reserved for affordable housing
to benefit current and future generations.
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6. ALTERNATE AFFORDABILITY SCENARIOS. Following are five possible alternative scenarios that could be
analyzed for feasibility. The first three allow some amount of market-rate housing to cross-subsidize
moderate income housing and provide future property tax revenue to pay for infrastructure and other
community benefits; the last two would depend on a commitment to public subsidy and would likely
have to be phased in over time.
a. 50/50 split: 25% low-income built by nonprofits (basically, two new buildings with 100+ units
each), 25% “middle-income” as inclusionary within the market rate, and 50% market rate (so the
market would have a 33% inclusionary). This scenario allows three-quarters of the site to be
controlled by market-rate developers.
b. 60/40 split: We had a year ago presented to OEWD the idea of minimum 50% low-income (half
the site, built by nonprofits), another 10% moderate income inclusionary, and the final 40% as
market-rate. The “inclusionary” could be provided by the market-rate developer as an “80/20”
deal, as is being done in the Pier 70 development.
c. 66/33 split: Another scenario would provide 50% low-income, 17% moderate, and 33% market
(so 50% inclusionary), to achieve a two-thirds affordable to one-third market-rate split.
d. 100% low-income: This scenario, entirely subsidized by public funds, would have to be phased
over time and by different nonprofit developers, as funding becomes available.
e. 100% low-mod: As suggested by CUHJ, another model would evenly split the income targets,
with 1/3 low-income (0-60% AMI), 1/3 moderate (60-90% AMI), and 1/3 middle (90-120% AMI).
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Hello Phillip,
Attached is the written form of my comments from 1/11/2016, incorporating small updates.
Regards,
Jennifer

-Jennifer Heggie
jdheggie@gmail.com
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J. Heggie
January 11, 2016

Thank you for this opportunity to comment:
HOUSING
Due to the neighborhood character of homes of primarily one and two‐storey buildings and the location,
which is not on a commercial corridor, we want height limits with no tradeoff for public benefits. The
building heights were already increased in the Balboa Park Station plan to 40 feet.
TRANSPORTATION
Principle 1A. Not only is the Balboa Park area public‐transit rich, it also acts as an important entrance
and exit for the freeway. There are still compelling reasons to drive cars, and this location is well‐suited
to encouraging the adoption of electric cars.
Principle 1C. Once again, we cannot adequately respond to the transportation parameter until we have
reviewed the TDM. Both TDMs should be completed and reviewed by the public before the CAC
provides its recommendation for the RFP. We request that you take into account congestion and
parking impacts to Sunnyside streets on the north and east side of the reservoir – to Judson, Circular,
and Monterey Boulevard and the narrow neighborhood streets that feed into them.
OPEN SPACE
Principle 1B CHANGE FROM: This contiguous open space (which may extend multiple blocks if
intersected by shared public ways or pedestrian‐priority streets), should be at least 1.5 acres and would
constitute a portion of the minimum 4 acres of at‐grade open space
To: “… at least 2 acres, preferably more, and would constitute a portion of the minimum ….”
The population in this area of the City has increased significantly in the last several years and will
continue to become denser than the existing park neighborhood examples that were given, where the
parks are only 1.5 acres. We expect even two contiguous acres to fill up very quickly. Please include
benches in the plan.
URBAN DESIGN & NEIGHBORHOOD
Principle 3A. CHANGE FROM: Utilize trees to reduce wind impacts.
To: Utilize wind‐appropriate [or conceptually similar language] trees to reduce wind impacts.
SUSTAINABILITY
Principle 5d: Air Quality
We expect a reduction in air quality in this area associated with increased congestion on the freeway
and neighborhood streets. The use of vehicles to accommodate new residents will increase, whether
the vehicles are owned, shared or visiting. To reduce the expected effects of added car pollution to our

J. Heggie
January 11, 2016
children and other neighbors, we want to reiterate that all car parking spaces that are created indoors
should include electric outlets to accommodate and encourage transitioning from gas‐powered cars to
EVs.

